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     Abstract 
 

     In July 20-23, 1994, record-breaking ozone levels were 
     measured in western Washington, and high levels generally 
     throughout the Pacific Northwest.  From analyses of wind 
     trajectories and from simulations with a one-dimensional 
     Eulerian grid photochemical model, I argue that nitrogen- 
     oxide precursors to O3 synthesis in this event were likely 
     urban, and that a significant O3 enhancement resulted from 
     reactive hydrocarbons injected into the near-surface air 
     from agricultural and forest sources downwind of the urban 
     core. 
 
  
I. Introduction 
 
In a study of O3 and other data collected by the Puget Sound 
Air Pollution Control Agency [PSAPCA] and the Washington State 
Department of Ecology [WDOE] I recently reported that: 
 
   *  Separate spring and summer O3 maxima were observed at all 
      sites, the former likely associated with transport from the 
      remote troposphere and stratosphere, the latter from local 
      near-surface photosynthesis. 
  
   *  Annually averaged, only about a third of all the near- 
      surface ozone in Puget Sound appears to be synthesized 
      locally, but the peak O3 episodes during the summer months 
      appear to be synthesized from nitrogen oxide [NOx] and 
      reactive hydrocarbon [RHC] precursors that derive within, 
      and are transported about, a regional mesoscale of 30-300  
      km. 
  
   *  No significant trend in O3 concentrations occurred between 
      1983 and 1993, either in the monthly averages or in summer- 
      month 8-hr averages of O3 events that exceeded 40 ppb. 



       
   *  The daily waves of summer O3 are remarkably similar at 
      all rural and suburban sites.  This argues for more or less 
      local synthesis [within 10-km or so of the O3 detectors] 
      that is modulated by the sun or by the temporal waves of 
      local emissions, rather than for syntheses that are limited 
      by transport over varying time scales from upwind sources. 
 
   *  And finally, events have been noted when O3 is higher 
      within a forest canopy, than above it [Basabe, 1992]. 
 
These and other observations argue that locally emitted forest 
terpenes may contribute significantly to the high O3 measurements 
observed at rural sites in the Pacific Northwest [Harrison, 1994]. 
      
In July 20, 21, and 22 of 1994, after the cut-off date for the 
data that I was then studying, but in fact concurrently with the 
writing about it, an episode with high O3 was experienced 
throughout the Pacific Northwest, including British Columbia, 
western Washington, and northern Oregon.  In this present note  
I examine this eventwith emphasis on deriving further insight, if 
possible, towards answering a central question: 
 
   *  What are the origins of the nitrogen-oxide and reactive 
      hydrocarbon precursors that contributed to this episode? 
       
 
in particular: 
 
   *  Did the NOx derive principally from the urban corridor, 
      or can a contribution be attributed to emissions from a 
      large coal-fired power plant at Centralia? 
  
   *  Did the RHCs derive principally from the urban corridor, 
      or can a significant contribution be attributed to 
      emissions from rural fields and forests? 
  
  
The right way to answer these is through good measurements. 
Failing these I have stumbled forward with present data and 
simple models. 
 
Firstly, I have explored some gross features of the meteorology 
dominating this event. 
 
 



Secondly, I have constructed and exercised a computer model that 
attempts to chart the back-trajectories from the sites at which 
high O3 levels were observed.  In short, "Where did it come 
from?". 
 
And thirdly, I have constructed and exercised a one-dimensional 
Eulerian grid, photochemical model that permits assumptions 
about the sources of nitrogen oxides and reactive hydrocarbons, 
that processes these emissions through a set of photochemical 
and advective equations, and that ... by comparisons with 
observations ... permits arguments that bear upon the questions 
driving this study, and on the potential effectiveness of 
different control strategies. 
 
In the following section of this note I describe the O3 and 
weather data.  In sections III and IV I describe the models 
and discuss their output and significance.  I conclude with 
a summary, recommendations, two appendices, and references. 
 
 
II. The Data 
 
A. Ozone Observations. 
 
The '94 event included the highest hourly and 8-hr O3 averages 
that have been observed since 1983 in the present WDOE / PSAPCA 
DATA base, and the second-highest 24-hour average [figures 1-6.] 
 
The EPA 1-hr standard of 120 ppb was exceeded at Enumclaw,  
the Pack Forest, and Vancouver, WA.  One hour averages exceeding  
100 ppb were observed also at the Sammamish and in Darrington.  
A short list of these and other high-O3 events is included in 
Appendix A as Table I.  As with earlier events, this one was 
characterized by high afternoon maxima and low nighttime minima, 
more or less synchronously at all the sites of figures 1-6, 
despite marked differences in their locations and downwind 
distances from the I-5 urban corridor. 
 
 
B. Weather 
 
In July of 1994 the sky was generally cloudless and the peak 
daytime solar insolations were close to 600 w/m^>2, [figure 7].  
There was a lot of sun throughout this nearly cloudless summer 
month.  It does not always rain in Seattle. 
 



In July, 1994, the surface pressures at SeaTac varied between 
1010.2 and 1025.5 mb, with an average of 1018.1 mb and a standard 
deviation of 2.8 mb [figure 8].  The yearly averaged surface 
pressure at SeaTac is about 1015 mb.  Interestingly, the surface 
pressures during the high-O3 incident of July 19-23 1994 were 
falling and below normal, and the end of this period was charac- 
terized by these surface pressures rising again to their more 
typical summer values near 1018 mb.  As I shall describe in the 
next section, this relatively low pressure episode was accompanied 
by winds with a more northwesterly component over the eastern edge 
of the Puget Sound basin where the O3 exceedances were observed, 
in contrast to the more northerly daytime winds that were typical 
during the rest of this month. 
 
Upper-level measurements at Quillayute showed strong inversions 
below 900 mb on July 20-21, and relatively dry and stable air 
below 500 mb [5.4 km], with overriding southwesterly winds. 
The Radar-Acoustic Sounding System [RASS] data at Sand point 
reported stable virtual-temperature lapse rates throughout the 
high-O3 episode and generally light [~2.5 m/s] northerly  winds 
in the lower levels [200 < z < 1000 m], [Appendix A] . 
 
The weather variable that correlates most highly with near- 
surface O3 was the surface temperature [figures 1, 9, and 16]. 
I shall discuss this further in a later section of this report. 
 
In summary, in July of 1994 ozone levels exceeded 120 ppb at 
several sites throughout the Pacific Northwest.  The winds were 
light and northwesterly, the air was stable, the sun was bright, 
and the surface warm ... all classic concursors of elevated 
ozone.  Elevated surface temperatures were the strongest single 
correlant with surface ozone.  Interestingly, high-O3 was 
associated with surface atmospheric pressures that were lower 
than the seasonal norms. 
 
Other documentary Met data is presented in Appendix A. 
 
 
III.  Low-level Winds and Back Trajectories 
 
A principal thrust of this study was to explore the upwind 
trajectories of the air parcels carrying photochemical 
precursors [NOx and RHCs] towards those sites where high O3 
measurements were recorded.  The hope is for better guesses 



about where these precursors may originate, and how long may 
be the times between their injection and their passage over 
Those sites. 
 
To assist this I have written a computer program ["OWL", for 
Objective Wind Logger] that interpolates hourly measurements of 
surface winds and computes the back trajectories from four of 
the O3 sites where high O3 measurements were recorded in central 
Puget Sound: Darrington, Sammamish, Enumclaw, and the Pack 
Forest. 
 
To exercise this model I have assembled hourly surface wind 
DATA at 78 reporting sites in southern British Columbia, western 
Washington, and northern Oregon.  
 
One example of the wind fields displayed by this model is 
illustrated in figure 10, for 3:00 PM on July 21st, the hour of 
preceding highest O3 measurements shown in figures 1-6.  The  
heavy dark circles on this map locate ... from north to south ...  
the O3 sites at Darrington [DA], Sammamish [DN], Enumclaw [BU], 
and the Pack Forest [FH]: the areas of these circles are 
proportional to the hourly O3 readings at those sites, which are 
seen in the inset table to be 68, 106, 151, and 128 ppb, 
respectively, at [DA, DN, BU, and FH]. 
 
Superimposed on the map is a 41 (down) x 31 (across) grid of 
4 km x 4 km squares, between the upper left-hand corner at 
48.300 N.Lat. x 123.000 W.Lng. and the lower right-hand 
corner at 46.825 N.Lat. x 121.324 W.Lng. 
 
In the upper-left half of figure 10 is a shoreline map of the 
lower Puget Sound, and arrows throughout the map point downwind 
with magnitudes proportional to their shafts.  [Sorry, this figure 
is cluttered.  It is clearer in color.]  In this frame the winds 
were unusually light, averaging 0.63 m/s [1.2 knots] over the 
whole field.  In the upper left third of this frame the winds may 
be seen as generally northerly; in the lower right corner they are 
westerly.  A weak convergence appears in lower Puget Sound, about 
1/3 up from the bottom frame, centered roughly over Vashon Island. 
 
Starting backwards from this frame, and from other frames 
preceding 15:00 PST, which is roughly the time of peak O3, 
it is a straight-forward task to construct backward trajectories 
describing the hypothetical paths of neutrally buoyant tracers 
that arrive at the dark circles at this time.  Examples of 
such computations are shown in figures 11 a-g, with figure 



11c corresponding to arrivals at 15:00 on July 21, the highest 
episode, when the winds were as in figure 10. 
 
In these figures each of the knobby trails, generally extending 
from the north and northwest, are punctuated by smaller dots 
that mark 6 hour intervals.  Thus in figure 11c, for example, 
the 6-hour dot upwind of the Sammamish site [second from the top, 
in the middle of the frame] was over Kirkland, on the east shore 
of Lake Washington, and the 12-hour dot was over Possession Point, 
on southern Whidbey Island.  Similarly, the 6- and 12-hour dots 
upwind of Enumclaw [second big circle from the bottom] lie east 
of Auburn and on the northeast shoulder of Vashon Island, and 
those upwind of the Pack Forest [at the bottom of the frame] 
flushed up the Nisqually river canyon from Lacey and Olympia. 
 
Alert readers will at this point be asking proper questions 
about the confidence that should be attributed to these 
trajectories.  Objections to these estimates fairly include: 
 
    1.  The density of observing wind stations is sparse, 
 especially in the eastern half of the frame. 
  
    2.  Strong topographic effects certainly affect the 
 winds between the stations, in ways that are 
 not well estimated by the winds at the stations. 
 
    3.  "Surface" winds contribute only one level of the 
 transport.  Stuff can get close to the O3 sites 
 easier and faster at the upper levels. 
      
      
In partial response to these objections: 
 
    1.  "OWL" is a low-order approximation that was possible 
 to execute in a short time, with present data.  A higher 
 approximation ["LAPS"] is presently under construction 
 [by Brad Colman, National Weather Service, (206)-526-6092] 
 but is not currently operational.  It will be interesting 
 and informative to compare the two approaches, when that 
 is possible. 
      
    2.  I have fiddled with OWL in a number of ways, intentionally 
 inserting random Met data, and varying the interpolation 
 algorithm.  The qualitative and semi-quantitative results 
 of the upwind trajectories appear robust to these fiddles, 
 with respect to the generalizations that: 



     
    *   The upwind trajectories of air parcels traversing the O3 
 sites between July 18-24 arrived from the northwest, with 
 passages of 6-18 hours from the I-5 urban corridor between 
 Olympia and Everett. 
        
    *   During this episode no trajectories upwind of the four O3 
 sites could plausibly be inferred to have passed close to 
 Centralia, a large coal-fired power plant [and rich source 
 of NOx] that is located about 35 km south of Olympia at 
 46.71 NLat x 122.97 WLng. 
 
Thus, these trajectory studies appear to respond at least to one 
of the questions driving this study: in this event it is not 
likely that the precursor NOx for O3 arriving at Darrington, 
Sammamish, Enumclaw, and the Pack Forest derived from Centralia. 
This leaves the urban corridor as the likely origin of this 
necessary ingredient to O3 synthesis, with transport times 
of 6-18 hours to these four field sites. 
 
Left open, however, is the question of the sources of reactive 
hydrocarbons [RHCs], which might plausibly derive either from 
the urban core, or from terpenes emitted along the downwind 
trajectories, or both.  In an attempt to resolve this partition 
I have constructed and exercised a "simple" photochemical model 
with one-dimensional advective transport, as I describe in the 
following section. 
 
 
IV.  "GOZMOD"  [a Generic OZone MODel] 
 
A. Introduction: 
 
Ozone photosynthesis requires reactive hydrocarbons [RHCs], 
nitrogen oxides [NOx], and sunlight.  The chemistry of this 
smog is moderately well understood, but very complex.  Several 
hundred chemical entities interact with one another along a 
sequence of both parallel and cyclic chemical paths, the net 
effect of which is to oxidize hydrocarbons to CO2 and H2O, and 
the nitrogen oxides to nitric acid and a stew of hydrated nitrate 
and sulfate organic esters that condense into aerosols and are 
deposited to the surface by dry deposition and in rain. 
 
The rate limiting step in this oxidation is the abstraction of 
a hydrogen atom from a RHC by a hydroxyl free radical, as in: 
 



 
       R-H + OH*  -->  R* + H2O                      [1] 
 
in [1], R-H is a generic hydrocarbon [for example, butane, 
C4H10], and the "*" symbol denotes a "free radical" [a reactive 
molecular fragment with an unpaired electron]. 
 
The hydroxyl radical is formed by two paths, one through the 
photolysis of O3 and a subsequent reaction with water vapor, the 
other by photolysis of aldehydes.  The first path is important to 
get the process started [with O3 from the stratosphere, where it 
is synthesized by another mechanism]; the second is faster after 
the stew gets properly cooking. 
 
In the troposphere ozone is formed by the photolysis of nitrogen 
dioxide [NO2] in the presence of oxygen and any other molecule, M, 
[for example N2 or O2] as: 
 
  NO2 + hv --> NO + O 
       
      O + O2 + M  --> O3 + M 
    
And the nitric oxide [NO] is re-oxidized to NO2 by intermediate 
peroxy free radicals that are formed along the complex paths 
following step [1]. 
 
I have constructed a photochemical model that incorporates 
40 reactions among 24 chemical molecules and free radicals, 
selected as an abbreviated set of a more complete and 
complicated model, with the emphasis on those species and 
reactions that couple most strongly into O3 synthesis.  
 
The central simplifications of GOZMOD are to balance the chemical 
equations by letting methane [CH4] be a generic surrogate for all 
the other RHCs [“Reactive Hydrocarbons”], and to accelerate the 
rate of equation [1] by averaging over the rates for analogous 
reactions with other hydrocarbons, weighted over the summertime 
mix of reactive hydrocarbons reported by Chameides et al [1992].  
A further discussion of this approximation, and of other features 
of the model, is deferred to Appendix B. 
 
This simplified chemistry is then assumed to be operating simul- 
taneously [that is, with the same local temperatures and solar 
forcing as a function of latitude, declination, and time of day] 
along a one dimensional Eulerian grid such that the upwind cell 
[#0] receives tracers from an ambient background and from 



injections from the surface, and passes them and their photo- 
processed products to cell #1, and so on down the chain.  The 
model computes all the chemistry in all the cells, and the daily 
"wave" of ozone concentrations [and all other tracers] may then 
be compared with the field observations. 
 
 
B. Some Tests: 
 
With this tool I have explored the following two source 
distributions: 
 
1.  Into Cell#0, only, were injected CO, RHC, and NOx in ratios 
    proportional to their July, 1994 car-related emissions, as 
computed for me with MOBILE5.0A, an EPA sponsored module that 
accounts for varying vehicle-fleet mixes and fuel types, by Sally 
Otterson at the Washington State Department of Ecology.  These 
emissions were modulated proportionately to the summer-time 
traffic function measured at 10 [stoplighted] intersections in 
Seattle and Spokane [figure 12].  In this first test no other 
emissions were admitted from the surface to any of eleven downwind 
cells, which received input only from their windward neighbors, 
from which they were separated by advective transfer times of one 
hour. 
 
2.  To these same sources in the "urban core" [Cell#0] were added 
   additional "rural RHCs", uniformly into each of 12 downwind 
cells [and at 1/3 this rate also for Cell#0], in amounts 
consistent with biogenic hydrocarbon emissions from plants and 
coniferous forests, as reported by Lamb et al, 1993.  These 
emissions were modulated with a parameterized emission function 
for mono- and poly-nuclear terpenes that is described by Guenther 
et al, 1993, and illustrated for this study in figure 12.  A 
further discussion of these emissions is deferred to Appendix B. 
 
Strenuously abbreviated output of these exercises are illustrated 
in figures 13 - 16.  Note that: 
 
   *  Without rural RHC emissions, zilch [figure 13]. 
    
[Indeed, with the conditions of this simulation the city depresses 
ambient O3 out to downwind distances of 4 hours or more.  This is 
a real phenomenon that has been observed downwind of St. Louis 
and elsewhere.] 
 
 



   *  With added rural RHC emissions from plants and forests 
      remarkable agreement is achieved between GOZMOD [figure 14] 
      and the observed O3 waves of our July event [figures 1-6]. 
 
This agreement includes both the amplitudes, phases and shapes 
of the diurnal O3 waves, their local synchrony despite varying 
advective time delays from the urban core, and their depression 
below typical rural background levels at night.  
 
I have performed various tests to show that the shapes and 
timing of the O3 waves are robust to plausible variations in 
the model, and that substantial emissions of rural RHCs appear 
to be crucial to significant downwind O3. 
 
From these simulations and from other arguments that I shall 
summarize later, I am convinced that: 
 
  *  Rural hydrocarbon emissions contribute significantly to the 
     high O3 events we are observing in the Pacific Northwest. 
 
 
C. Sensitivities: 
 
Aside from reproducing the qualitative ... and some of the 
quantitative ... aspects of the observed O3 waves, we may 
also address GOZMOD with some interesting "what if's". 
 
For example, with a 50% arbitrary reduction of the assumed 
urban RHC emissions GOZMOD produced a 0.7% reduction in the 
peak downwind O3.  The sensitivity of this possible control 
strategy dLn[O3max]/dLn[urban RHC emissions] is therefore  
-0.007/-0.5 ~ +0.014. 
 
Similarly, a 50% reduction of the assumed urban NOx emissions 
produced a 12% reduction in downwind peak O3, for a sensitivity 
dLn[O3max]/dLn[urban NOx emissions] ~ +0.24.  
 
Similarly, a 10% reduction in the solar insolation, which 
affects both the photochemical rates and the terpene emission 
function, produced a 11.5% reduction in downwind peak O3, for 
a sensitivity dLn[O3max]/dLn[Sunlight] ~ +1.15. 
 



Thus, if GOZMOD is approximately right, then with meteorology 
similar to that of the '94 event: 
 
 * A strategy of O3 control through city-core RHC reductions 
   may be ineffective. 
      
 * A 4% incremental reduction of urban NOx emissions should 
   achieve about 1% of incremental reduction in peak downwind O3. 
 
For another "what if" I have exercised GOZMOD to explore the 
effects of changing temperatures.  With these reduced throughout 
the day by 10 deg C, the peak downwind O3 maxima declined by 39%. 
Expressed as an "activation energy" this is equivalent to: 
 
 Ea = -RT dLn[O3max]/d[1/T] = 9.1 Kcal/mol 
 
GOZMOD assumes the Ea for the rural RHC emission function [Lamb et 
al, 1993] to be 13.7 Kcal/mol.  An Arrhenius plot [Ln[O3max] vs 
1/T] of the daily O3 maxima observed at Enumclaw [figure 1] shows 
an apparent activation energy of 10.1 Kcal/Mol [figure 16].  Tests 
of GOZMOD with the rural RHC emissions modulated in the ordinary 
way by an unperturbed temperature wave, but with all the chemistry 
assumed to be controlled at reduced temperatures, reveal the net 
sum of all the chemistry to display a small negative activation 
energy.  That is, the predicted O3 maxima increased with 
decreasing temperature, at constant emissions. 
  
Thus it appears that the marked positive correlation that is 
observed between the peak afternoon temperatures and O3 [see 
figures 1, 9, and 16] is NOT to be explained in terms of the 
temperature dependences of the photochemical rates for O3 
synthesis.  More plausibly, it results instead from the 
thermodynamics and biochemical kinetics of the sylvan photo- 
synthetic processes that are emitting the rural RHCs. 
 
When it's hot, Gaia sweats.  
 
 
D.  A Simple Approximation 
 
The O3 maximum observed at Enumclaw combines with the several 
sensitivities described in the preceding section into a simple, 
semi-empirical exponential expression that may be useful to 
predict the maximum downwind O3max (ppb) that is consistent with 
any day's maxima of insolation [I(w/m^>2)], urban NOx(ppb) 
[NOx=NO+NO2], and temperature [T(degK)]: 



 
   O3max(ppb) ~ 150 [I/600]^>1.15 [NOx/55]^>0.24 exp[0.05(T-311)] 
 
 
V.  A Summary 
 
At this point it seems useful to collect into one place and a 
few paragraphs some arguments and observations supporting the 
conjecture that rural hydrocarbon emissions contribute signifi- 
cantly to the high O3 incidents that are observed in the 
Pacific Northwest. 
 
1.  During the decade of 1983-1993 CO concentrations and 
    emissions declined about 40 percent in Seattle's urban core. 
     
No equivalent measurements of RHC emissions and concentrations 
are available, but measurements of car exhausts coupled with 
models of vehicle fleet mixes suggest that these also should 
have declined by about the same fraction.  During this decade, 
however, both the average and peak summer-month O3 concentrations 
near Seattle remained essentially unchanged.  
 
If urban RHC emissions were limiting, one would expect the peak 
downwind O3 to have diminished also [Harrison, 1994]. 
 
2.  At the Pack Forest, higher O3 has occasionally been observed 
    within the forest canopy, than above it [Basabe, 1992]. 
 
3.  The strongest correlant with downwind peak O3 is the surface 
    peak temperature.  The apparent activation energies for 
    this association are roughly consistent with the emission 
    rates of terpenes by hot forests.  They are not consistent 
    with the temperature behavior of the photochemistry, alone. 
 
4.  To approximate the observations, model simulations of O3 
    synthesis along a one-dimensional path extending 48 hours 
downwind of an urban core require significantly more RHC 
emissions than are estimated from urban mobile sources alone. 
The O3 observations can be well simulated by assuming rural RHC 
emissions at rates that are consistent with their measured fluxes 
From plants AND forests. 
 
 



 
VI.  Recommendations 
 
In the last decade we have remarkably improved the quality 
of Seattle air through reductions of CO and particulate haze. 
Ozone remains undiminished. 
 
This present study bears strongly on decisions we must shortly 
take on how best to abate the occasional O3 exceedances we 
continue to observe in our rural airshed.  In particular, what 
priorities should be assigned to further reductions in urban RHC 
emissions, or NOx?  If indeed rural RHC emissions contribute 
significantly to O3 synthesis, further control of their urban 
emissions may be ineffective. 
 
Real money rides on this decision. 
 
Our understanding of the downwind photochemistry would be greatly 
enhanced by a next decade's accumulation of hourly measurements of 
O3, NO, NO2, and a suite of reactive hydrocarbons and their 
partially oxidized fragments at 10 or more sites located both to 
windward [usually north and northwest] and leeward [south and 
southeast] of the I-5 corridor between Olympia and Everett.  Each 
of these sites should also report hourly winds and their 
variances, the temperatures, and the solar insolation.  Though our 
O3 photochemistry is a summertime phenomenon, the observing sites 
should be operated year-round: winter injections of O3 from the 
stratosphere appear to contribute 60% or more of the total ozone 
measured at the surface. 
 
We should simultaneously enhance our ability to predict the 
downwind transport times and trajectories of the O3 precursors, 
through "LAPS", "MM5", and other models, and we should invest 
in the data management to exercise these trajectory models in 
a routine way, with topographic resolution on the order of 30" 
of arc [roughly 1 x 1 km]. 
 
We should develop and routinely exercise one or more 2- or 3- 
dimensional air-quality models for the Puget Sound airshed, which 
should account for O3 synthesis and transport, with urban and 
rural emissions that account for land-use patterns, coupled with 
vehicle-use and crop/forest-emission functions.  These models also 
should resolve spatial scales comparable to those the controlling 
topographic gradients, about 1 x 1 km. 
 
 



We should consider a difficult, but potentially definitive, 
experiment to use carbon-isotope ratios to discriminate between 
urban and rural RHC emissions along the transport paths to the 
rural sites where O3 is high. 
 
We should consider also taking advantage of the large NOx point- 
source at Centralia, with upwind and downwind measurements of O3 
and RHCs. 
 
It may be argued ... as it has in the past ... that the near 
deadlines of impending decisions are too close to warrant 
investing in measurements that likely will not add strongly to 
our confidence for several years.  But what a pity it would be 
if five years hence we once again regret not having started 
earlier to do this task. 
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 Appendix A 
  
 Supplementary Data on O3 and Weather 
  
  
 Table I 
 Some High O3 Events in the PSAPCA/WDOE Data Base 
 
   BU = Enumclaw   EL = Sumner    DA = Darrington   DN = Sammamish  
   FC = Fife       FD = Graham    FH = Pack Forest  EL = Sumner 
   VA = Vancouver 
 

               O3  ppm      
 ....... hourly ..........    .... 8-hourly ........    .... daily ........ 
  k Yr Mo Da Hr     Max ST    Yr Mo Da Hr     Max ST    Yr Mo Da     Max ST 
  1 94  7 21 16   0.151 BU    94  7 21 19   0.123 BU    86  6 13   0.080 FH 
  2 81  8 10 15   0.150 EL    81  8  7 19   0.119 FD    94  7 21   0.075 BU 
  3 81  8 11 15   0.150 DN    90  8 11 20   0.116 BU    85  7 19   0.074 FH 
  4 90  8 11 15   0.149 BU    87  6 29 21   0.114 BU    87  6 29   0.072 BU 
  5 86  6 13 18   0.140 FH    81  8 11 18   0.112 EL    90  7 21   0.072 BU 
  6 81  8 11 15   0.140 FD    81  8 10 19   0.111 EL    90  7 21   0.070 FH 
  7 81  8 10 15   0.140 FD    94  7 20 19   0.111 VA    86  6 13   0.069 BU 
  8 81  8  8 16   0.140 FD    86  6 13 21   0.111 FH    94  7 21   0.068 FH 
  9 81  8  7 18   0.140 FD    81  8  8 19   0.111 FD    94  7 22   0.068 BU 
 10 88  9  3 16   0.140 DN    94  7 22 19   0.108 BU    86  8 27   0.066 FH 
 11 87  6 29 17   0.140 BU    90  7 21 19   0.108 BU    94  7 22   0.066 FH 
 12 94  7 22 16   0.133 BU    81  8 11 18   0.108 DN    90  8 11   0.066 BU 
 13 90  7 21 15   0.131 BU    94  7 21 21   0.107 FH    88  9  2   0.066 FH 
 14 94  7 20 16   0.130 VA    85  7 19 20   0.106 FH    87  6 25   0.064 FH 
 15 90  8 11 16   0.130 FH    86  6 13 20   0.104 BU    85  8 24   0.064 FH 
 16 85  7 19 15   0.130 FH    81  8 11 19   0.104 FD    90  8 11   0.064 FH 
 17 81  8 10 14   0.130 FC    90  7 21 19   0.100 FH    85  7 20   0.064 FH 
 18 81  8 11 16   0.130 EL    85  6 18 20   0.100 FH    86  8 26   0.064 FH 
 19 81  8  7 16   0.130 EL    85  8 24 20   0.100 FH    85  7 28   0.064 FH 
 20 86  6 13 15   0.130 DN    81  8  6 20   0.100 FD    87  5  8   0.063 FH 
 
 
With the thought that this July event may be studied again, it 
seems a good idea to archive some weather data, which I append 
in this section without further comment. 
 
 



 
 Appendix B 
  
 GOZMOD, a Generic OZone Model 
  
As a subset of a much larger complement of chemical species that 
interact in an urban plume GOZMOD considers only: 
 
   O(3p)     O(1d)    O3      NO       HO   
   HO2       CO       HCO     H2CO     CH3  
   CH3O      CH3O2    H       NO3      H2O2 
   CH4       NO2      N2O5    HNO3     HONO 
   H2COa     HNO3a    H2O2a   N2O5a 
 
 [The last four of these, denoted with subscript "a", 
  are treated as condensed-phase aerosol reservoirs 
  of odd-hydrogen and nitrogen.] 
   
The 20 vapor species react with one another through 40 chemical 
processes: 
 
 
  CH4   +   HO   -->  CH3     +   H2O   R(1) 
M  +  CH3   +   O2   -->  CH3O2   +   M     R(2) 
  CH3O2 +   NO   -->  CH3O    +   NO2   R(3) 
  CH3O  +   O2   -->  H2CO    +   HO2   R(4) 
  H2CO  +   hv   -->  HCO     +   H     R(5) 
M  +  H     +   O2   -->  HO2     +   M     R(6) 
  HCO   +   O2   -->  CO      +   HO2   R(7) 
  CO    +   HO   -->  CO2     +   H     R(8) 
  NO    +   HO2  -->  NO2     +   HO    R(9) 
  NO2   +   hv   -->  NO      +   O     R(10) 
M  +  O     +   O2   -->  O3      +   M     R(11) 
  O3    +   hv   -->  O2      +   O(1d) R(12) 
  O(1d) +   M    -->  O       +   M     R(13) 
  O(1d) +   H2O  -->  HO      +   HO    R(14) 
  HO    +   HO2  -->  H2O     +   O2    R(15) 
  NO    +   O3   -->  NO2     +   O2    R(16) 
  HO    +   O3   -->  O2      +   HO2   R(17) 
  HO2   +   O3   -->  2O2     +   HO    R(18) 
  NO2   +   O3   -->  O2      +   NO3   R(19) 
  NO3   +   hv   -->  O       +   NO2   R(20) 
  O3    +   hv   -->  O2      +   O(3p) R(21) 
  H2CO  +   hv   -->  CO      +   H2    R(22) 
  NO3   +   NO   -->  NO2     +   NO2   R(23) 
  H2CO  +   HO   -->  HCO     +   H2O   R(24) 



M  +  HO2   +   HO2  -->  H2O2 +  O2  +  M  R(25) 
  H2O2  +   hv   -->  HO      +   HO    R(26) 
  H2O2  +   HO   -->  HO2     +   H2O   R(27) 
  O     +   O3   -->  O2      +   O2    R(28) 
  O     +   HO2  -->  O2      +   HO    R(29) 
   
      O     +   H2CO --> HCO      +   HO    R(30) 
  O     +   NO2  --> O2       +   NO    R(31)  
M   + HO    +   NO2  --> HNO3     +   M     R(32) 
M   + NO2   +   NO3  --> N2O5     +   M     R(33) 
  HO    +   HNO3 --> H2O      +   NO3   R(34) 
  N2O5  +   hv   --> NO2      +   NO3   R(35) 
  HNO3  +   hv   --> HO       +   NO2   R(36) 
M   + HO    +   NO   --> HONO     +   M     R(37) 
  HO    +   HONO --> H2O      +   NO2   R(38) 
  HONO  +   hv   --> HO       +   NO    R(39) 
  M     +   N2O5 --> NO2      +   NO3   R(40) 
    
   
"M" refers to any molecule, for example N2 or O2.  The 
rate equations for these reactions take the form, for 
example, of: 
 
 -d[CH4]/dt = k * [CH4] * [HO] + other terms 
  
where the [ ] notation refers to concentrations in units of 
molecules/cm^3, and the rate coefficients, k, have [in this 
example] units of cm^3/sec.  Converting these equations and 
rate coefficients into molecular fractions, through 
 
     XCH4 = [CH4]/[M]  , etc.                
      
where [M] is the molecular concentration of air in the lower 
troposphere, which at one atmosphere is equal to 
 
    [M] = 2.5476E+19 * 288.16 / degK  [molecules/cm^>3] 
      
transforms the chemical rate equations to look like: 
 
 -d[XCH4]/dt = R * XCHR * XHO + other terms 
  
The transformed rate coefficients, R, now have units of sec^>-1       
 
With GOZMOD I have adopted: 
 
 



   [M]   = 2.5476E+19 * 288.16 / T         'molecules/cm3 
   H2O = .027 * (M) 
   O2 = .209 * (M) 
   R(1) = 1.4E-11 * (M) * EXP(-524 / T)     'This is for n-Butane 
   R(1) = R(1) * 5.45                     'See discussion below. 
   R(2) = 1E-30 * (M) * O2 * ((300 / T) ^ 3.3) 
   R(3) = 3.3E-12 * (M) * EXP(-500 / T) 
   R(4) = 7.2E-14 * O2 * EXP(-1080 / T) 
   R(6) = 6.2E-32 * (M) * O2 * (300 / T) ^ 1.6 
   R(7) = 5.5E-12 * O2 
   R(8) = 5.1E-13 * (M) * EXP(-300 / T) 
   R(9) = 3.7E-12 * (M) * EXP(240 / T) 
   R(11) = 5.6E-34 * (M) * O2 * (300 / T) ^ 2.8 
   R(13) = 3.2E-11 * (M) * EXP(67 / T) 
   R(14) = 2.2E-10 * (M) 
   R(15) = 4.8E-11 * (M) * EXP(-250 / T) 
   R(16) = 1.8E-12 * (M) * EXP(-1370 / T) 
   R(17) = 1.9E-12 * (M) * EXP(-1000 / T) 
   R(18) = 1.4E-14 * (M) * EXP(-600 / T) 
   R(19) = 1.2E-13 * (M) * EXP(-2450 / T) 
   R(23) = 1.8E-11 * (M) * EXP(110 / T) 
   R(24) = 8.8E-12 * (M) * EXP(25 / T) 
   R(25) = 1.9E-33 * (M) * (M) * EXP(980 / T) 
   R(27) = 2.9E-12 * (M) * EXP(-160 / T) 
   R(28) = 8E-12 * (M) * EXP(-2060 / T) 
   R(29) = 2.7E-11 * (M) * EXP(224 / T) 
   R(30) = 1.6E-13 * (M) 
   R(31) = 1.7E-11 * (M) * EXP(-300 / T) 
   R(32) = 2.6E-30 * (M) * (M) * (300 / T) ^ 2.9 
   R(33) = 2.8E-30 * (M) * (M) 
   R(34) = 6E-13 * (M) * EXP(-400 / T) 
   R(37) = 5.8E-31 * (M) * (M) * (295 / T) ^ 2.4 
   R(38) = 6.5E-11 * (M) 
   R(40) = .000022 * (M) * EXP(-10600 / T) 
 
Most of these rate coefficients are from Atkinson et al. [1992].  
Those not reported in that reference were taken from Hampson and 
Garwin [1978].  R(1) has been amplified by a factor 5.45, which 
I obtained by an abundance- and HO-reactivity weighted average 
over a suite of RHCs, as reported in table 7 of Chameides et al, 
1992. 
 



 
For the photo-rates, I took: 
 
    
NO2  + hv --> NO    + O(3P) R(10) = 1.66E-02  * EXP(-0.575 / CosZ) 
HCHO + hv --> H     + HCO   R(5)  = 3.921E-05 * EXP(-0.849 / CosZ)  
                R(5)  = 5 * R(5)     [See note below]        
O3   + hv --> O(1D) + O2    R(12) = 1.891E-04 * EXP(-1.93  / CosZ) 
NO3  + hv --> NO2   + O     R(20) = 4.335E-02 * EXP(-0.48  / CosZ)  
O3   + hv --> O(3P) + O2    R(21) = 4.255E-03 * EXP(-1.93  / CosZ)   
HCHO + hv --> H2    + CO    R(22) = 1.225E-04 * EXP(-0.652 / CosZ)  
H2O2 + hv --> OH    + HO    R(26) = 2.018E-05 * EXP(-0.778 / CosZ)  
N2O5 + hv --> NO2   + NO3   R(35) = 7.471E-05 * EXP(-0.48  / CosZ)   
HNO3 + hv --> NO2   + OH    R(36) = 6.820E-07 * EXP(-0.48  / CosZ)   
HONO + hv  --> HO   + NO    R(39) = .01 * R(10)  [See note below] 
 
With the exceptions of R(10), R(5) and R(39) these rates are from 
J.D. Saylor, PNL Laboratories, Battelle, Northwest, through a 
private communication for which I am very grateful.  R(10) is 
from Dickerson et al [1982].  I have increased Saylor's R(5) by 
a factor of 5, which is approximately the ratio of the wavelength- 
integrated cross sections for the photodissociation of butyl- 
aldehyde, divided by the similarly integrated cross sections for 
formaldehyde.  I was unable to find a reasonable parameterization 
for R(39), for which the entry above is a guess, only. 
 
The CosZ terms in these photo-rates were calculated at each time 
step from the solar ephemeris equation: 
 
   CosZ = SIN(Lat) * SIN(Dec) + COS(Lat) * COS(Dec) * COS(HrAngl) 
 
with      Lat = 47.33 degrees [Enumclaw] 
      Dec = 20.68 degrees [July 21] 
       HrAngl = (PST-12)/24 * 360 degrees 
 
The photo-tes were set equal to zero when CosZ was negative [at 
night]. 
 
Roughly matching the observed temperatures at SeaTac on July 21, 
[figure 9] I took the diurnal temperature wave to be: 
 
 T(PST) = 80 + 20 * cos[(PST-14)/24 *360]  degF. 
 
GOZMOD integrates the kinetic reactions for every constituent 
in each of a chain of N linearly connected cells that are 
assumed to be serially downwind of one another.  Transport 



between these cells is assumed advective, for every mixing 
fraction, X, with 
 
   dX/dt = [X(upwind cell) - X(local cell)] / Tadv   [B2] 
  
The transport time, Tadv, is a free parameter that for the 
present exercises was taken to be 1 hour.  With N = 13 cells, 
each cell is one hour downwind of its windward neighbor, with 
a total time delay of 12 hours.  [If you wish, with a wind 
velocity of 1 m/s, each cell is 3.6 km wide.] 
 
Additionally, I assumed ambient background mixing fractions of: 
 
       Xa(3) = 2E-08       'O3 
       Xa(7) = .0000002    'CO 
       Xa(9) = 1E-11       'H2CO 
       Xa(16) = 5E-09      'RHC [CH4]  
       Xa(17) = 3E-10      'NO2  
        
and took all other constituents to have zero background.  The 
simulations were not sensitive to these choices, except that 
some O3 or H2CO was necessary to get the process started. 
 
The upwind cell [#0, which was assumed to be the urban core] 
invected these background tracers with the characteristic time 
Tadv = 1 hr, as in equation [B2].  Additionally, this and all 
the cells were assumed to exchange with the background with the 
characteristic time Tmix, which I assumed to be 24 hours.  The 
simulations are insensitive to this time when Tmix is greater 
than 8 hours. 
 
Input fluxes of RHCs [qHC], carbon monoxide [qCO], and nitric 
oxides [qNOx] were assumed to be injected into cell#0, with 
relative fluxes proportional to: 
 
       qHC =  2.75 / 58  gram moles per vehicle mile, July 1994, 
       qCO = 18.72 / 28  gram moles per vehicle mile, July 1994 
      qNOx =  2.98 / 46  gram moles per vehicle mile, July 1994 
 
The numerators of these fractions are estimates of vehicle 
emissions [gm/mile] from MOBILE5.0A, an EPA model that accounts 
for varying seasons, fuels, and vehicle fleet mixes.  The 
demominators are molecular weights, to convert the emissions to 
molecular units. [The denominator of the qHC assumes n-butane, and 
that of qNOx assumes NO2.] 
 



The three emissions were modulated as functions of time of 
day, proportionately to a the summertime urban traffic-flow 
function that is illustrated in figure 12. 
 
In the time scales of the present simulations, carbon monoxide 
is a semi-conserved tracer.  This permits a convenient normal- 
ization in which the three emissions were further scaled so that 
the peak CO mixing fractions in Cell#0 equaled 1 ppm.  Note that 
peak summertime CO observed near stoplight controlled traffic 
intersections in Seattle and Spokane exceeds 10 ppm, but the 
lower value of 1 ppm seems more reasonable to me as an average 
over the urban core up to heights of 100 meters or so.  Note 
also that at this normalization GOZMOD predicts a peak urban NOx 
[NO + NO2, which is NOT a conservative tracer] of 55 ppb. 
 
Peak emission rates of isoprene and mono-terpenes by plants 
and forests are reported by Lamb et al [1993] as about 1000 
g>mg/m^>2/hr.  From traffic counts and emission factors I estimate 
peak emission rates of urban RHCs as about a factor of 10 higher, 
or 10^4 ug/m^2/hr.  Per unit weight, however, the HO-reactivities 
Chameides' mix of isoprene and monoterpenes exceeds that of 
typical automotive fuel components, and their partially oxidized 
fragments, by about a factor of 5.  I have combined these numbers 
into a "reactivity corrected " emission ratio of rural to urban 
RHCs of about 0.5," as in figure 14. 
 
With gas-phase constituents only, photochemical ozone models 
tend to predict peak concentrations of aldehydes, organic acids, 
peroxides, and nitrates that exceed those observed in Los Angeles' 
smog.  The source of this failure, I believe, is that these polar 
molecules have sufficiently low vapor pressures to condense into 
aqueous aerosols.  Oxidation chemistry continues in the condensed 
phase [by different mechanisms and at different rates], and at 
later times in the smog cycle the aerosols re-emit reactive 
compounds back into the air. 
 
To treat these complex physical and chemical processes with any 
pretense to rigor is well beyond GOZMOD and the present task [and 
budget].  I have, however included some ad hoc condensation and 
evaporation processes, parameterized as: 
 
   -dX/dt = d[Xa]/dt   = [X - Xeq] / Tau         when   
                                                 Xeq < X, and 
    
   +dX/dt = - d[Xa]/dt = [1 - X/Xeq] * Xa / Tau  when   
                                                 X < Xeq. 



 
  
In these expressions: 
 
     X   =  the gas-phase mixing fractions of RHCO, H2O2, 
            HNO3, and N2O5. 
         
     Xa  =  the equivalent incremental vapor-phase mixing 
            fractions that would occur after complete 
            vaporization of their concentrations in a 
            condensed aerosol phase.        
        
     Xeq =  an equilibrium vapor phase mixing fraction with 
            respect to the condensed phase 
         
     Tau =  a characteristic exchange time for condensation 
            and evaporation. 
    
I have quite arbitrarily taken all the Xeq as equal to 1.E-09 
[1 ppb] and the exchange time to be 1000 sec.  In the lower 
right frame of figure 15 it may be seen that these assumptions 
result in GOZMOD's predicting transient condensed phases for 
RHCO and HNO3, only, and with peak equivalent mixing fractions 
[Xa] that amount to dry-weight aerosol burdens of about 20 ug/m^3.  
Real urban aerosols typically contain larger fractions of sulfate 
and water, and may accumulate to burdens of 150 ug/m^3 
or more. 
 
I used a stiff-equation predictor-corrector algorithm to integrate 
the 40 chemical and 4 condensation equations simultaneously in the 
13 cells, with modeled time steps of 30 seconds, over 48 hours. 
With a 50 Mhz '486DX2 chip in a more-or-less standard PC clone the 
complete integrations take 342 seconds, which include some 
overhead for concurrent plots.  Tests with time steps exceeding 
300 sec showed significant distortions in the diurnal waves of O3 
and other constituents. 
 
Note that the advective algorithm of equation [B2] produces an 
artificial numerical diffusion along the chain of cells, with 
an equivalent longitudinal diffusivity equal to: 
 
      Kx = 1/2 U^2 dt 
With      U ~ 1 m/s and dt = 30 s.   This amounts to 
      Kx = 15 m^2/s 
   
which is coincidentally close to the physically real diffusion 



that is associated with fluctuations of light, horizontal winds 
in stable air.  For this reason I added no extra terms in the 
transfer equations to account for longitudinal diffusion. 
 
Vertical diffusion is roughly accounted for through Tmix, as 
described above.  Lateral diffusion is not accountable by GOZMOD 
in its present one-dimensional form. 
 
So, how good is all of this?  
 
Fair-to-middling, I judge, where comparisons are available 
with observations and with other models that pretend to higher 
sophistication and completeness.  In figure 15 the magnitudes 
and ratios of O3 and NOx, and the ratios O3:[NO + NO2], HO2:HO, 
and NO2:NO agree closely with simulations by other models, and 
roughly with measurements that have largely been taken in the 
cores and near suburbs of more southerly cities, such as Los 
Angeles.  I suspect that both GOZMOD and other models are more 
limited by the quality of input data, than by their mathematical, 
chemical, or numerical approximations.  
 
This is the goal of the modeler's art. 
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